Exercise areas for non-symptomatic students on Hazel Farm

Area 1
Rear of Houses 3,4,5 Hamilton Place
For students in houses 1,2,3,4,5,6, Hamilton Place

Area 2
Rear of house 43 Hamilton Drive
For students in houses 5,6, and 7,8 Hamilton Close, 6, and 7 Hamilton Place, and 41, and 43 Hamilton Drive.

Area 3
Rear of houses 33,35,37, and 39 Hamilton Drive
For students in houses 31,29, 33,35,37, and 39 Hamilton Drive.

Area 4
Between houses 12,14,16,18,24, and 26 Hamilton Drive
For students in houses 12,14,16,18,29,22,28, and 30 Hamilton Drive.

Area 5
Between houses 17,19,21,23,25, and 27 Hamilton Drive
For students in houses 17,19,21,23,25, and 27 Hamilton Drive.

Area 6
Rear of houses 1,3,5, and 7 Hamilton Drive
For students in houses 1,3,5, and 7 Hamilton Drive.